
Free Your Ride For Your Safety!!
Bikersoul creates innovative motorcycle accessories. All our products are designed to make 
riders free and safe. We make our products strong and durable for the all the riders who 
works with their motorcycles, and enjoying their rides in various environments.

Bikersoul has Launched Innovative Magnetic Smartphone holder ‘Magfit’!
‘Smartphone holder’ has become an indispensable product for all 

motorcycle riders. As they’re working in motorcycle, not only they receive lots 
of request calls and communicate with customers, but they also have to use 
navigation and other apps all the times. Most of motorcycle workers is riding 
their vehicle more than 10 hours a day. Hence they had to carry the huge size 
of external power bank to charge their Smartphone. 

Motorcycle tourist isn’t much different in condition. Discharge of phone 
batteries are always the major concern for long distance tourists. Since we 
open our navigation app in most of time in touring, the exhausted battery 
often bothers us because nobody wants to be isolated in total strange place 
with a dead Smartphone. 

Although smartphone holder is indispensable to the bikers, 
Many bikers are not using it. Why? We have interviewed more 
than 60 riders on the street in Hochiminh City Vietnam, where the most of 
business riders are using vehicles all day long. All the them say the holders are 
highly necessary, but less than 30% of riders were using it. Riders not using the 
phone holder say they don’t use it because it is not convenient at all.
What does it stands for? 
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The most of business riders have to touch and
control their Smartphone more than hundred 
times a day. 
Let’s look at the Smartphone holders, selling in the market 

today.  There are bunch of Smartphone holders in different 
shapes, but they do have one thing in common. All holders are 
actually ‘Holding’ the Smartphone ‘Mechanically’, which means 
whenever the bikers want to mount and demount their phones 
from the holders, they have to control the holders by pulling 
some parts, pushing, tightening, or even loosen screw in parts. 
Drivers just don’t want to do that several hundreds times a day. 
The discomfort is more than its benefit.
This is the main reason why many drivers are not using the 

phone holders for their bikes. Naturally there are several more 
reasons, too. Products in the market may not be strong or 
durable enough as they can be easily broken and not even able 
to hold the phone firmly. Or some of them have very poor design. 

Magfit design can solve all these problems perfectly. 
Magfit has two pieces of strong magnets holding the Smartphone. Magfit does not contain any mechanical structure. 
Drivers don’t even have to touch the holder body to mount or demount the Smartphone. The most of riders wouldn’t feel 
any difficulties in operation. Magfit provides instant load and easy release only by a single snap, making riders free and easy.
Each magnet has around 10kg(22lb) pulling power, and two of them very firmly hold you Smartphone.

It would never fall off during the ride. Riders can forget about phone troubles and enjoy the ride.
Magfit provides the safest way to hold your Smartphone from the street ride up to semi-euduro ride. 

Magfit ‘TOURER / PRO’ model provide wireless 
high speed charging.

Magfit Tourer/Pro model have DC converter inside that changes     
12 Volts power from the motorcycle battery to 5 Volts to fit for 
smartphone charging. Soon as bikers mount their phones to the 
magnet body, it starts charging automatically. Instantly load & charge.

Magfit supplies up to 2,500mA high electric currency to recharge 
your Smartphone quicker than external power bank. Along with the 
Magfit,  bikers are free from the big and heavy external battery.
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Magfit is built very strong and durable. 
All materials were carefully selected to be used in high level endurance 

environments. It won’t be broke easily. Each part has enough strength to    
grip your phone during the ride. Magfit also has black tinted translucent 
sunshield which helps visibility of Smartphone under the sunshine. It also 
protects your phones from dusts and pebbles from the front while riding.

Mounting devices of Magfit are made of aluminum. It endures very 
strongly from the shocks, vibrations, and very durable under the tough condition. Every 
parts is connected very firmly to each other. Strong coated surface won’t make grip loosen 
even after long term usage. Riders can adjust the mount positions easily with two rotating 
joints as desire. 

Magfit can install on mirror hole or any bar of your motorcycle or 
bicycle. The installation is very easy and quick. The joint lever can be removed after the 
installation so that prevent from theft loss.

The biggest value of Magfit is for 
riders safe. Our fellow riders, who is working 
with motorcycle, or just enjoying the rides, nothing 
comes before than the safety of riders.

Magfit definetely helps riders to focus on driving. It 
helps drivers not to hold their phones in one hand 
to check the map or other apps, which often causes 
serious safety problems in motorcycle accidents.

Magfit gives freedom to all bikers.
They can forget about taking care of their phones 
during their rides. No need to carry big and heavy  
external batteries, and remove all cables which was 
annoyed during the ride.

This beautiful device Magfit would provide such a 
effective benefit to the riders. The most valuable 
investment for riders is to get the Magfit and 
install in their motorcycles. 

So, 
Free your ride!
For your safety.
Today.
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Dimension and Parts description
Model Name :  Magfit   TOURER / PRO (Features high speed charging)

6.5 cm Splash-proof
Power switch

Neodium Magnet 
10kg pulling power / EA 

12V to 5V
DC/DC converter

Motorcycle
Power cable

17cm 

9.5 cm Joint ball 
connector 

Coin iron plate to be 
connected to the magnet

Sliding pad

USB
charging cable

※ATTENTION
MOTO / BIKE  models don’t 
have charging function, so 
there is no parts which is 
related to Smartphone such as 
charging, power switch, DC-
converter, power cable, or  
USB charging cable etc. 

Model Name :  MOTO / BIKE
(Not wired)

PARTS DESCRIPTIONS

Main unit Weight 300g (TOURER/PRO) / 250g (MOTO/BIKE)

Magnet Neodium Magnet Appx. 10kg pulling power

Converter 5V / 2.5A : 12V to 5V step down converter. 

Power switch Water resistance switch

Sun shield Black tinted translucent poly carbonate

Optional charging cable Micro USB 5Pin for Android / USB Type-C for Android / Lightning cable for 
iPhone 5 ~ iPhone X compatible

Smartphone size compatibility

Compatible with smartphone with up to 6.5” LCD 
( All iPhone models, All Samsung models, and most of Chinese brands models)
※Warning
Over-sized bulky bumper case may cause insecure installation.
Please make sure total width (Smartphone & cover) must be less than 8cm.

Technical Specifications

8.8cm※ATTENTION
The width of the 
bottom surface is 
8.8cm. The width 
of Smartphone 
must be smaller 
than 8cm
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Magfit  Line-ups
TOURER PRO MOTO BIKE

Description

Magfit premium 
package provides 
charging function 
with mount system 
includes all mounts 
and 12V cigar jack 
plug. This model can 
be used to both any 
type of motorcycle 
and bicycle.

Perfect package for 
professional worker 
riding motorcycle. 
High speed charging 
function and key 
mounts and 12V 
cigar jack plug. 

Simple package for 
in-town commuters 
and students, or for 
riders who already 
has smartphone 
charging solution in 
his bike can choose 
the package with an 
affordable price.

The best solution for 
bicycle tourists. 
Providing short 
mount system with 
‘U’ ball mount to fit 
with any bar of the 
bicycle.

Main Unit

Sliding pad

Mounts

Package
(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

Weight 800g 760g 720g 720g

Charging Charging

Free your ride For your safety!!
Bikersoul creates innovative motorcycle accessories. All of our products are designed to make riders 
free and safe. We make our product strong and durable for the all the riders who works with their 
motorcycles, and enjoying their rides in various environment.
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